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Global market trends acutely affect
supply and price of wood products

I

ndependent experts from across Europe and
beyond have indicated that across materials, from
softwoods to hardwoods to panel products, prices
are continuing to rise as material supply shortages
emerge.
This message comes directly from forest-owning
producers across Europe, via the Timber Trade
Federation’s two major conferences on global
softwood and European oak supplies this spring.
While the UK economy begins to cool, economies
around the EU are heating and, aided by spectacular
demand from China, are offering producers more
profitable markets. “While this could be interpreted as
a pricing ploy by suppliers, there is no doubt that
global demand for wood of all kinds is on the rise,”
says TTF managing director David Hopkins.
Log export bans
“Log bans in Oak-exporting European countries
and a 181% rise in EU log exports to China in the last
decade, are impacting availability of European Oak to
UK merchants and industries. Chinese demand for
softwoods too is driving prices.”
£1 billion ‘Brexit Bill’
“Brexit uncertainties, such as the potential £1 billion
VAT bill which importers could face if Britain leaves
the Customs Union, plus increased customs costs

Timber Forum agenda
June 2018
November 2017 Timber
Forum report
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and administration delays at ports could also damage
the business we share with our merchant customer
base,” David Hopkins continues. “The TTF and its
members are lobbying MPs and ministers hard to get
our view across. The timber industry was one of the
100% of respondents to the CBI’s survey earlier this
year wanting Britain to stay in the Customs Union, to
minimise the otherwise major impact on costs for the
SMEs who make up the majority of our sector.”
The TTF’s national softwood and Europeak oak
conferences featured speakers from EOS, the
European sawmilling industry organisation, from
producing countries stretching from Finland to France,
and Croatia to Ukraine; from the CBI, and from
independent industry analysts of the calibre of
Jaakko Poyry Global and TimberTrends.

We are always interested to hear your feedback on this publication and the Timber Forum. Please contact:
Benedetto Antuono on bantuono@ttf.co.uk or Richard Ellithorne on Richard.ellithorne@bmf.org.uk
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Customs Union debate: We all stand together
BMF and TTF join the CBI in calling for minimal cost burdens on British business

“T

“I

n responding to a
Home Affairs Select
Committee Report back
in November, the BMF
recognised the severe
concerns of business
about the capability of
our customs operations
to deliver in a post-Brexit environment. Like
the outgoing President of the CBI, we have
concerns that proper consideration is not
being given to obstacles that may hamper
trade. For essential building materials
such as timber, failure to deliver a viable
customs system could mean extra costs,
administration and delays to the building of
the new homes that we desperately need.
We were later pleased to welcome the then
MHCLG Secretary of State Sajid Javid MP
to our anniversary reception in Parliament,
and we continue to do our best to express
the sector’s concerns to the Department.
John Newcomb
Under our Charter commitments, BMF
members promise to deliver sustainable,
fit-for-purpose products to customers. With
the timber category representing some
20% of general merchant sales, ensuring
that we have access to steady supplies of
legally-harvested, quality material is vital to
our members. We therefore support the
call for clarity and action made by both the
CBI and our partners in the TTF.”
VIEWPOINT:
John Newcomb, BMF

O

n 22 May, Paul Drechsler, outgoing
President of the CBI, gave a speech
exhorting government to “break the Brexit
logjam to get the economy moving”.

Paul Drechsler called on both sides in the
negotiations to focus on a pragmatic decision
for the UK to remain in a customs union,
unless and until an alternative is ready and
workable. He said any solution must meet
four customs tests:
- Maintain friction-free trade at the
UK-EU border
- Ensure no extra burdens are incurred
behind the border
- Guarantee there are no border barriers
for Northern Ireland
- Boost export growth with countries both
inside and outside the EU.
Paul Drechsler added: “For some in politics,
business advice and expertise seems to be
treated as an inconvenient truth. It may go in
the face of what they want to hear, but such
evidence is critical for a successful economy.”

VIEWPOINT:
o coin a phrase
David Hopkins, TTF
from Jane Austen, it is a truth universally acknowledged that
a single market, in
possession of a set of
common business rules
and regulations, must
be in favour of continuity. All our futures,
across timber trading and the builders’
merchant sector, are tied into what the CBI
President aptly calls ‘the Brexit logjam’.
And logjam it will certainly be at Britain’s
timber ports if almost identical, workable
customs procedures are not put in place
before we exit the EU. With the majority of
timber used in Britain coming from EU
countries - that proportion rising to over
90% when it comes to construction - it is
imperative to maintain ‘friction-free’ trade.
Common standards are also essential,
whether that be regulations covering
David Hopkins
construction products, sustainable and
legal timber sourcing, or preserving the
competitiveness of business. The potential
£1 billion timber tax bombshell which our
sector would face, paying VAT up-front on
imports from the EU, is also, as Paul
Drechsler puts it, an inconvenient truth’.
We are, as ever, lobbying hard on behalf of
our members and their customers: we can
but hope that the voice of reason prevails.”

BMBI Q1 / 2018: UK timber market experiences weaker demand and prices rising

T

he Q1 Builders Merchants Building
Index on timber products revealed a
challenging UK market with availability and
price issues ahead.
Nigel Cox, Managing Director of Timbmet,
BMBI Expert on Timber & Panel Products,
comments: “Overall global demand is generally strong for timber and panel products.
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Chinese requirements continue to be a
dominating factor when looking at availability
and price. Hardwood availability is good
but some panel product supply is still
inconsistent.
“Supply of panel products remains difficult
with many products on allocation from
manufacturers. With P2 furniture grade

Produced by the Timber Trade Federation

chipboard, manufacturers are looking to add
value by adding decorative faces.
This means a reduced supply of unfinished
raw board and most has to be imported from
central Europe. OSB supply has now
stabilised with additional UK production
and imports. However, the availability of
MDF remains a concern.” www.bmbi.co.uk
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A man with a foot in both camps
Introducing Norman Evans, new BMF Timber Forum Chairman
and Director FW Morgan Ltd, timber importers and merchants

A

s a former
chairman of TTF’s
Western Timber Trade
Association and a
life-long timber trader,
Norman Evans, the new
Norman Evans, Director,
Chairman of BMF’s
F W Morgan Ltd
Timber Forum, has what
it takes to generate enthusiasm and interest
in timber, and wants to broaden the dialogue
between traders and merchants: “FW Morgan’s business has a foot in both camps,”
he explains.
Established over 100 years ago, FW Morgan
straddles both sides of the importer– merchant
divide. With quayside importing operations,
timber mill and treatment facilities in Cardiff,
the company also has its own builders’ merchant outlet.
“Many years ago, the original company was
acquired by Travis Perkins, but some of the
directors re-formed the F W Morgan business
and we’ve gone from strength to strength. Our
accumulated expertise covers all core
merchant timber products and markets. We
also understand the uncertainty that our end

users are experiencing with prices rising
steeply at the moment,” Norman Evans says.
“It’s difficult for merchants and their customers
to grasp why timber prices should be rising so
quickly. As a sector we must get the message
across to them that timber is still the best and
most sustainable building material, and well
worth their investment. Merchants are facing a
unique set of challenges at the moment.
Supplies of timber are getting tighter,
construction decisions are being held back by
economic uncertainties, and finding young
people to come into the business and
specialist in timber - a relatively technical
product - is becoming increasingly difficult.
“The only way to surmount these challenges is
to bring people together, to share experiences
and ideas, and to tackle problems together.
I hope to make BMF Timber Forum meetings
both interesting and lively by getting both
sides to learn from each other as industryleading professionals. “When I was Chairman
of the WTTA, one of the most enthusiastic
speakers also able to cross the merchant/
trader divide was Rob Simpson of SCA,
sadly missed by us all today.

Photo: FW Morgan Ltd

His enthusiasm for training and for bringing
young people into the trade, through his
chairmanship of the TTF’s then Education,
Training & Careers Committee, brought
people with similar needs together from
end to end of the supply chain.
I hope to bring that spirit to BMF Timber
Forum meetings, to widen attendance, and
to broaden discussion to the benefit of all.
Whether merchant or timber trader, we are all
part of the same industry, along with our
colleagues in joinery and construction.
“We can - and must - start looking outward to
enliven interest in wood and timber amongst
younger people. For our sector to thrive and
play its part in sustainable building, we need
to capture hearts and minds early, perhaps
even at schools.
“We all appreciate older workers and the
expertise they bring to their jobs, but we
need to start passing that expertise on to
those who’ll follow them and run our merchant
and trading businesses into the future.”

Celebrations all round for
TTF and BMF!

B

oth the TTF and BMF are celebrating
major anniversaries this year. This
is the TTF’s 125th year, while the BMF
is celebrating 40 years since incorporation
as the Builders’ Merchants Federation
and 110 years since its inception as a
trade association. As part of its celebrations, the BMF is hosting its first Young
Merchants conference at NEC,
Birmingham on 11 October. For its part,
the TTF has been celebrating its 125th
anniversary with a wide range of events
throughout the year.
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Plywood quality matters: Why correct product
information benefits both customers and sales

R

isk or reward? That’s the key decision for
merchants selling plywood sheets. The
risk comes from being unaware of the plywood
glue bonds suitable for different end uses, and
from incorrect labelling or identification of the
species and origins of the material content.
Reward comes from giving builders the right
advice, consistently, about which plywood is
right for the job they’re doing and doing the
necessary due diligence. It also comes from
understanding that your safety, and theirs,
stems from the product performing as
expected on site. So far so normal?
Research into plywoods undertaken by the
Timber Trade Federation indicates that things
are not always what they seem. In its major
Plywood Review, discrepancies were found
in plywood supplies from certain parts of the
world in both the species they claimed to
contain, and the glue bond performance
documented.
The TTF and its members have now addressed these issues through updates to its
Code of Conduct and Responsible Purchasing
due diligence system. Merchants, too, need to
be aware and to question builder customers
on the proposed used of the products they are

New TRA guidance on
spandrels now available

T

he Trussed Rafter Association (TRA)
has issued new guidance for builders
entitled: ‘How to Build Compliant Spandrel
Panels’, which is endorsed by NHBC.
The new information contains additional
guidance on single-skin cladding options for
spandrels, with technical drawings and 3D
renders including closer detail on bracing
and restraint of spandrel panels. Builders
and merchants wishing to view the
guidance should visit the TRA website,
or alternatively download the free PDF by
clicking here.
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buying, says TTF managing director David
Hopkins: “In the TTF’s view, the correct glue
bond for structural products should be Class 2
and above.”
“Merchants choosing to stock plywoods with a
Class 1 glue bond should exercise extreme
caution in staff training, stock handling and
segregation, to avoid products being used in
the wrong situation and potentially failing in
application.”

The TTF has issued a table of plywood
technical classes (above) to extend
merchants’ knowledge, and to show how to

encourage merchant customers to ‘trade up’.
The BMF welcomes TTF guidance on this
issue. John Newcomb, CEO of the BMF said:
“The latest updates to the TTF Code will help
merchants to correctly advise their customers
and guide their use of different products for
particular situations.”
“Holding quality stock and offering the right
advice from experienced staff are vital
elements of the BMF Member Charter. Both
are central to the high levels of service the
Charter embodies, and that our merchants’
customers expect.”

UK Wood Panels Conference to be held in November

W

ater-resistant, fire resistant and treated
panel products will all feature as part of
The Timber Trade Federation’s UK Wood Panels
Conference at London’s Grand Connaught
Rooms on Wednesday 7th November 2018.
Subtitled ‘Adding Value through Innovation and
Fire Safety’, the conference will also address
how to ‘sell up’ on panel products and make the most of merchant sales opportunities. “As one
of the biggest timber product categories for merchants, panel products are increasingly being
used by architects and designers in new and different ways,” says David Hopkins, Timber
Trade Federation MD . “We will give the latest market overview, and hear end-user customers’
views, as well as visiting the new and innovative products that widen sales opportunities for
merchants,” David Hopkins adds. For booking details, contact the TTF’s Head of Membership
Karen Sussex at ksussex@ttf.co.uk or visit the conference’s Eventbrite page to register.
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Roofing battens: Marking the Grade
Grading, not colour, is vital factor in selling fit-for-purpose roofing battens
Picture: Marley Eternit

W

hether you call them tiling battens,
slatings, roofing laths or battens,
there’s a distinct safety difference between
treated sawn timber and a graded, fit-forpurpose product.
With the revision to roofing batten standard
BS5534 in 2014, and the requirement for fullygraded battens on FMB, NHBC and NFRC
building sites, the grading of battens on-site is
no longer accepted practice.
“The message is taking time to get through, but
the market for fully-graded battens is growing,”
says Rebecca Ball, Campaign Manager, Roofing Systems, at Marley Eternit. “It may seem
like a grey area to merchants, but to protect
their reputation, and ensure their customers’
safety, they need to ensure that the graded
battens they are stocking meet the stringent
requirements of the standard.”
Fully-graded roofing battens are sometimes
coloured by producers, for example a blue
colouring is often used by Nordic suppliers, but
it is only the grading that matters, as Nick
Boulton, TTF Head of Technical & Trade,
relates: “Our advice to members is that
products must not be described for sale as
roofing battens, tiling battens or slatings unless
they are marked as adhering to BS5534. And
only battens which have been graded by the
manufacturer according to the full requirements
of Annexe D of the Standard covering knot
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size, frequency, distortion, slope of grain etc,
can be marked as BS5534.”
Why add colour? Marley’s Rebecca Ball
explains: “JB Red battens are treated to BS
8417:2011 Use Class 2 using Koppers
MicroPro and a unique red pigment making
them easily identifiable by Building Control
as BS 5534 compliant.”
SR Timber are known for their Premium Gold
fully-graded roofing battens, treated using
Vascol and independently-tested for quality,
says Trading Director Shaun Revill. He advises
merchants on what to look for: “Every batten
conforming to BS5534 has to be marked with
the standard number, the size, the supplier’s
code (in our case ‘TX’) and the species code:
PNSY for Pine and WPCA for Spruce. Our
battens are made from both so you’ll see a
dual species code.”
Irrespective of supplier, questioning your
customers is essential, says Gary Froggatt,
Divisional Manager & Forest Products Buyer at
Howarth Timber & Building Supplies: “We
take time to have the conversation with the
customer to determine which product they require, along with the specifications for the job.”

Stepping up advice to
builders & joiners

T

he British Woodworking Federation
has issued an updated Guide to
installing stairs for builders and joiners:
“Customer service is central to building
repeat business with joiners and builders
buying from your merchant outlet, so use
our new guide to highlight your awareness
of their needs,” says BWF Chief Executive
Iain McIlwee. Installation of timber stairs is
often the point at which problems occur,
the BWF advises. “Builders and contractors have a duty to correctly install
staircases that are fit-for-purpose,” says
Kevin Underwood, Technical Director at
the BWF. “While stairs produced by members of the BWF Stair Scheme will support
necessary loads in both flights and
balustrades, poor installation practices can
cause the stability of the stair to be reduced, potentially leading to failure of components and ultimately the collapse of the
stair. This guide bridges the gap between
manufacturers and installers ensuring that
industry standards are met and best
practice is followed to safely
install timber
staircases.”

Builders say business
still buoyant

T

he latest State of Trade survey by the
Federation of Master Builders reveals
SME builders’ business is still growing
slightly, though 90% of respondents were
being affected by rising materials prices.
Timber prices have gone up an average
of 8%, with longer waiting times for
deliveries. Details on the FMB website.
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Fire-retardant treate
in much grea

Standards & technical

Picture: Howarth Timber & Building Supplies

T

he correct standard to look for on
manufactured timber cladding is
BS8605 Part 1, relates Janet Sycamore,
Head of Operations at the Timber Decking & Cladding Association (TDCA):
“Part 2, covering installation, is currently in
development and should be available in
2019. At TDCA, we initiated a CladMark
quality certification scheme in 2012, and a
list of manufacturers which are CladMark
accredited is available on our website.”
Merchants and their architect or builder
customers should be aware of a few basics
before ordering cladding products, Janet
Sycamore adds: “Make sure that your staff
understand the critical factors for timber
cladding so you can make the most of
sales opportunities”. Moisture content and
its effects produce the most frequent questions, so specify the moisture content of
the cladding. In general terms this should
be 16% +/- 4% to avoid movement-related
problems caused by too high a moisture
content. It’s down to the merchant as purchaser to specify and check that you get
what you need. Fixings must be suitable
for external use and non-corroding. In general terms, stainless steel fixings are best,
though some fixings manufacturers now
offer specialist coatings to minimise the
risk of unintentional wood staining. Ring
shank nails can be used in some cases but
for denser species of timber such as
Siberian Larch and Douglas Fir screws are
recommended. Our website has a page
dedicated to fixings for further advice.”

Colour on the Floor

Photo: Brooks Bros
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Could the fast-expanding specialist timber cladding market ev
Photo: Jon Cardwell/AHEC

Which species are the best?

“C

edar and Larch are the two ‘classic’
species for external cladding,
although the use of thermally-modified
timbers is increasing due to their augmented
durability,” says Robert Morgan, director of
Morgan Timber in Rochester, Kent.
“In addition to thermally modified softwood,
such as Thermowood, hardwood species like
modified American Tulipwood are being
specified,” Robert Morgan adds. “We were
involved in providing the bespoke-profile
thermally-modified Tulipwood cladding for the
Maggie’s Centre, which won a Wood Award
not long ago. Tulipwood is a plentiful species
with a good sustainability profile, and when
modified is great for exterior cladding.
Another American species under
investigation as a thermally-modified cladding

is Maple. Ash can also be used and its grain
pattern is attractively accentuated by the
thermal modification process.
“If you’re looking for native timber cladding,
species such as Oak and Chestnut have
traditionally been used for weatherboarding.
With Chestnut the disadvantage is the
lengths, but it can be produced as a
finger-jointed product. Waney-edged
homegrown Douglas Fir is also used.
“Timber cladding is sometimes thought to be
a complex sales prospect. Although there are
specific knowledge needs in relation to
fixings and coating options, depending on the
species used, it’s not hugely complicated.
“Architects will usually have a good idea of
their requirements and we input our timber
knowledge as necessary.”

Photo: Alex de Rijke/AHEC

T

colour trends tend to go with the latest
fashions in architecture and interior design.

Beauty being very much in the eye of the
beholder, and flooring being integral to every
part of the home, from kitchens to bedrooms,

Oak is a perennial favourite but other options
are coming into their own, as Tony Shelton,
Director at Taylor Maxwell Timber,
explains: “With architects now looking at
carbonised finishes on exterior claddings,
flooring with a similarly carbonised look is
now being made available by flooring pro-

he pleasing aesthetics of wood grain
patterns are as much in demand for
flooring as they are for cladding. Some
home-owners choose to carry the aesthetic
through from the exterior cladding to interior
flooring.
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ed timber cladding
ater demand

ventually overtake timber decking in terms of sales potential?
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Making a start with
specialist cladding

“M

erchants own the relationship with the
building contractors they supply and
this is possibly the best place to promote your
potential as a supply chain partner,” says John
Dowd, Specialist Timber Category Director at
International Timber. “Inform customers that
you are willing to supply.

accepted by the architect , or the Clerk of
Works if it’s a local authority. If product
training is available from suppliers then
take up the offer. For example we provide
specialist training on our Dura wood composite and Accoya claddings.
“There’s little need for stock-holding of
timber cladding in the merchant sector as
many cladding jobs involve bespoke
profiles and specific materials,” John Dowd
confirms. “Working with a flexible,
knowledgeable supplier is more likely to
result in a successful project, which will
build the reputation of your business. At
International Timber we have a team of
Timber Support Managers who help with
the architectural specifications which our
merchant customers direct towards us.
This enables the merchant to become a
trusted source of supply.”

“Understand what’s in the building pipeline
locally and develop your team’s ability to work
with contractors to get particular products

What added value can merchants provide
when dealing with timber cladding? “Post
Grenfell, fire treatments are very much in
demand. Specifiers are asking for
evidence of treatment. Here again, working
closely with your timber cladding supplier
will enable you to offer the right product for
the situation and the right level of treatment
too,” John Dowd concludes.

ducers as fashion trends transfer
themselves. Most people, though, still
prefer either an oiled finish or a brushed
and oiled finish to their multiply oak flooring.”

white-washed products. We’re also seeing an
interest in the ‘reclaimed’ look: raw material
selected for its rustic nature, giving a unique
character.”

Alan Double, Timber Flooring Specialist at
Brooks Brothers, also sees diversification
from the traditional Oak ‘look’: “Alongside
natural Oak, we’re finding current trends are
towards the paler shades of greys, out to

There’s further evidence of wood grain’s
visual appeal changing to match interior
trends: “Atkinson & Kirby are seeing a
move away from the natural ‘woody’ look in
flooring towards coloured products, particu-

Fire-retardant treatments:
the essentials

A

listair Brown, Managing Director of
specialists NORclad, says broaching
the issue of treatments is vital: “Merchants
should ask their builder customers if the
timber cladding they are ordering needs
fire retardant treatment. This information is
detailed by the architect and may also be
detailed Building Control. Regard it as an
opportunity to educate and inform, and to
emphasise your credentials as a responsible supplier.
“The current Fire treatment standard is to
Euroclass B-s1-d0 (s1 Smoke Production d0 Flaming Droplets) - BS EN 13823 & BS
EN 11925-2 Single Burning Item, equivalent to UK ‘Class O’ BS 476: Part 6 and BS
476: Part 7. Factory application of treatment is essential as it is controlled, meets
ISO requirements, and provides Certificates of Compliance for each project. Timber cladding suppliers who offer fire retardant treatment services, like NORclad, provide Certificates of Compliance upon request once delivered to the site, for each
consignment of our fire-treated cladding.
“A further important question is to ask
whether the backing structure support
battens, which support the claddings,
should also be fire retardant-treated: a
critical area when considering the whole
make-up of a building project and fire protection,” NORclad’s Alistair Brown affirms.

Photo: NORclad®

larly greys and blacks,” agrees Josh Burbidge, their Business Development Director.
“The colour resides in the top few millimetres
of the wear layer so the flooring may need
sealing, for example with an oil. We use
trend forecasting specialists to predict consumer choices for interiors, co-ordinating our
ranges to match. Parquet-style flooring and
chevron or herringbone patterns are ‘in’,
hence our new click-to-fit flooring system.”
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Getting the r

Treatment basics: What
merchants need to know

G

ordon Ewbank, technical director of
the Wood Protection Association
(WPA), advises: “The biggest problems
are caused by the nebulous but
all-pervasive term ‘treated timber’.
“Merchants are legally responsible for
providing ‘fit-for-purpose’ products. It’s
essential, therefore, to tell your supplier in
writing that the wood must be treated to
comply with BS8417, and to which application Use Class, i.e. the specific usage
situation, it’s to be treated.”
“Use Classes are numbered from 1-4, with
UC4 being the right specification for any
timber that either regularly, permanently or
occasionally comes into ground contact,
including decking joists, for example.
The service life required of external timber
treated for Use Class 4 applications is
normally 15 years. A 30 year service life
option is available by special order from
some suppliers.
External timber cladding is treated to
achieve a service life of 30 years, and
timber treated for solely internal purposes,
for use in a dry environment, can be
treated for a service life of 60 years,”
Gordon Ewbank states. Visit the WPA website for details of their Benchmark quality
assurance scheme.

Photo: Wood Protection Association

Is the treated timber you sell a

Providing a right timber treatment for the builder’s desired end use can alleviate potentia
We investigate areas of confusio
colours prior to preservative treatment.”

Photo: Wood Protection Association

Responding to changing
timber trends

F

ire retardant treatments aside, how does
the timber treatment sector respond to
trends in the marketplace, where fashions in
interior and exterior design change?
“In terms of the appearance of treated timbers we are increasingly being asked to add
more colour options to our treatments,” says
Andy Hodge, marketing director at Lonza
Wood Protection.
“This is particularly so in the roofing battens
sector, where colour seems to be a
marketing differentiator in terms of the
machining and preservative treatment
quality. In the cladding and decking markets
too we are seeing increased demand for
colour. Our Shades colour system allows the
addition of a range of durable, contemporary

Fencing off forward supplies

W

hether the weather be fine, or whether
the weather be not, timber fencing
sales are a staple in the merchant portfolio.
How is supply now looking for 2018?
Photo: James Jones incised fence post
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At the beginning of 2018, log supply into
British sawmills, who supply perhaps the
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Hardwood use and modified timbers are also
on the increase, but WPA’s Gordon Ewbank
says knowledge is essential to getting the
service life and usage correct: “Certain modified woods are suitable for all Use Classes,
but not all. It’s wise not to generalise.
Thermally-treated softwood, for example, is
not suitable for use in direct ground contact.
In hardwoods, too, there are specifics that
need to be understood.”
“For example Oak is presumed to be a
strong timber, naturally durable and therefore
reliable in every circumstance. That depends
on the Oak: timber from old stands of Oak is
more durable than younger, smaller, logs,
which can contain sapwood. Sapwood is not
durable in any wood species. You need to
know how the Oak product you are dealing
with was produced, to judge whether it needs
treatment to deliver the service life required.”

Photo: Wood Protection Association

largest proportion of timber fencing materials
was a cause for concern. Has the position
changed in recent months?
“Most British mills are now back in full production and there’s no widespread shortage
of fencing or fence-post material,” says Keith
Ainslie, chairman of the Timber Trade
Federation’s National Softwood Division
& Sales Manager at James Jones & Sons.
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right treatment

Incising fence posts:
does it make a difference?

appropriate for its end uses?

al for complaints and ensure that merchants are selling fit-for-purpose timber products.
on and bring clarity to the issue.
Photo: Hoppings Softwood Products

TTF launches new campaign
on timber treatments

T

o ensure that merchants can more easily
understand and communicate timber
treatments and related Use Classes to builder customers, the Timber Trade Federation is
undertaking new research to reach consensus on simplifying messages. Leading the
work is TTF President Charles Hopping,
alongside colleagues in the Federation’s
National Softwood Division.

with messaging is to simplify what people
need to remember: Use Class 2 treatments
for internal timbers, Use Class 3 for external
timbers used above ground and Use Class 4
treatment for external timbers used on or in
the ground.
“We are also going to help our members
to demonstrate what their treated materials
are suitable for, in clear language, possibly
on packs and invoices,” Charles Hopping
continues. “
“As we continue moving forward with
communication, we will also be encouraging
TTF members to participate in an assurance
scheme so they can prove that what they
supply will deliver what’s expected of it. We
will then promote that scheme throughout the
supply chain, particularly downstream where
the need for audited assurance is much
demanded.”
Photo: WPA

“An example of how we might move forward

“It’s no longer a matter of just-in-time supply:
lead times on mixed loads of fencing
materials are around 3-4 weeks so
merchants are now planning further

A

s incised treated fence posts
become more widely available, what
are the key benefits of the technology?
“Incising allows greater penetration of
treatment preservative,” says Timber
Sales Director at Balcas, Martin Batts.
“We developed incising in the 1970s, and
now use it to produce our square and
round Permapost® UC4i Incised Posts.
“We first select and then incise our home
grown spruce,” Martin Batts relates.
“Incisions are cut into the timber by
multiple fine saw cuts at varying angles to
an area well above and well below where
the post comes into ground contact.
The posts are then carefully kiln dried to
around 28% moisture content.”
“If it’s dried too quickly, or to a moisture
content that’s too low, then the spruce
timber cells will not take up the maximum
preservative.”
“It is this combination of incising, kilning
and applying a strengthened preservative
over a longer pressure period, which helps
us to produce a post with a 15-year warranty. To finish off each Balcas incised
UC4i Permapost® we add the year of
manufacture.”

“We must make it much easier for wood users as well as our merchant customers to get
the right treated wood for the end purpose,”
says Charles Hopping.

“There is though a culture change happening
in the supply chain,” he continues, “with
merchants now keeping a closer eye on
stock levels and placing forward orders so
they don’t leave themselves exposed.”

Photo: Balcas Timber

ahead with ordering,” Keith Ainslie explains.
“The British are creatures of habit so there
are no real developments on lengths and
composite fencing has yet to make any real
inroads. However, in the wider marketplace,
we are noticing that householders are now
looking at spending more on quality fence
panels in creating their outdoor living
spaces.”

Photo: James Jones & Sons Ltd
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Composite Decking offers multiple choice
Extend the summer season to year-round sales

C

hoosing the most profitable decking to
stock has become a matter of multiple
choice, with a wide variety of low-maintenance
composite decking products to help extend the
selling season.
Tony Shelton, Director at Taylor Maxwell
Timber, sets the scene for the expansion of
composite decking sales: “At present wood
composite decking is largely produced in the
USA, Europe and even now in the UK. China,
is increasing its market share and will likely
become the biggest producer in time. Contrary
to popular opinion there are good quality products starting to come through from China.”
“Wood composite decking has taken around
50% of the American market in recent years
and it looks like the same will happen in the
UK,” Tony Shelton continues. “Price doesn’t
seem to be the biggest determining factor with
these products: people are looking for quality.
Wood composite decking has been around for
a while and cheaper products have started
displaying occasional problems like cracking,
peeling and water ingress. We’ve taken that
into account and introduced a high-end
product.”
TTF members between them offer an array of
alternatives, each coming at the marketplace
from different design perspectives. Hoppings
Softwood Products developed their own
SmartBoard composite decking range using
deck-laying methods and fixings already
familiar to deck fitters. Adam Pulfer, Marketing
Director, explains: “The decking market has
‘grown up’ with the notion of installing decking

Picture: Hoppings’ SmartBoard

Picture: Brooks Bros’ Silvadec

by screwing boards onto a sub-frame. With
SmartBoard, there are no complicated clip
systems or end caps, it just requires screwing
down with specially-designed screws. These
will self-drill into the SmartBoard and are colour-co-ordinated for a neat finish. SmartBoard
comes in small, well-protected packs of 56
pieces, with 3 colour alternatives, minimising
financial exposure for the merchant wanting to
give composite decking a try.”
Many TTF members offer substantial timeperiod guarantees with their composite decking, upwards from 15-30 years, depending on
the manufacturer. What else makes wood
composite decking so popular? Simon Greig,
Director & General Manager at Brooks Bros’
Danbury depot has the answer: “Composite
decking is popular with architects and specifiers because it’s low maintenance, doesn’t
need coatings, and doesn’t change colour like

Picture: Taylor Maxwell Timber

timber decking. Our Silvadec wood composite
product comes in a choice of colours to match
architects’ schemes, is PEFC™ certified and
has a 25 year guarantee. It’s making inroads
into hardwood decking’s share of the market.”
Whether you choose a solid or hollow composite decking system, it will need a more extensive sub-frame than standard softwood
decking, meaning more joist sales. A guide to
substructure is available on The Timber Decking & Cladding Association (TDCA) website.
Whichever wood composite system merchants
take on, TTF President Charles Hopping
says getting the right advice is essential:
“Make sure you recommend to customers an
appropriate sub-structure for decking, bearing
in mind the product loading that the structure
needs to take. If in doubt, ask a TTF member
supplier for advice.”

News and projects tailored to timber merchants to be featured on new TTF website

T

he Timber Trade Federation is re-developing its website, making it easier to navigate and access useful contents. For builders merchants it
will be possible to view the latest supplier news, product trends, selling advice and standards information through the new ‘Merchant News
section’. “We want to make the Merchant News section a focal point for our builders’ merchant sector partners,” says Benedetto Antuono, Head
of Communications at the TTF. “We will be uploading content for all levels of merchant staff, from timber education to best-selling products.”
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Launch of the Level 2 Trade Supplier Apprenticeship Standard, BMF Coventry

BMF Members Day 2018

M

aking bold decisions in business
can sometimes be necessary in
fluctuating economic circumstances. The
BMF Members’ Day Annual Conference
on 27 September addresses revitalising
business through its theme: ‘The Future
belongs to the Bold’. BMF Timber Forum
chairman Norman Evans comments: “With
the uncertainties of Brexit, the growth of
offsite housing and construction, and the
significant rise in global timber demand,
merchants and suppliers need such
opportunities to get together and network.”
At the Awards dinner on 27 September,
Professional Builders Merchant magazine
sponsors the Training Company award.
Editor Paul Davies comments: “We are
delighted to be sponsoring best practice
in training again this year. The Members’
Day events are great for suppliers and
traders to meet and forge their futures
together." The 2017 winner of the BMF
Young Supplier Achiever Award was
Amy Sellers, Marketing Manager at SCA
Merchant Services. Entry is now open on
the BMF website for the 2018 Merchant
Young Achiever and Supplier Young
Achiever Awards.

Delivering effective Merchant Training
BMF launches new Trade Supplier Level 2 Apprenticeship Standard

A

new Trade Supplier Level 2 Apprenticeship Standard has been launched by the
BMF in partnership with the Electrical
Distributors Association, providing the first
merchant sector-specific, portable qualification.

Coventry, on 02456 854980. The new BMF
Apprenticeship joins the existing Level 2 Wood
Technology Society Award in Timber & Panel
Products and Level 3 Wood Technology
Certificate, to extend timber knowledge.

Trade Supplier Apprentices can work at the
trade counter or can specialise in other roles
from administration to sales or logistics.

BMF Members can also access the online
Level 3 Award in Timber Merchanting via
Wood Campus. This course, due to receive
additional marketing this summer, offers a
great overview of timber and wood products
for those wanting to further specialise.

Speaking at the January launch, BMF
Membership Services Director Richard
Ellithorne said: “The creation of this Apprenticeship is a huge step forward, and I would like to
thank all those who gave their time and energy
to ensure it delivers the skills and knowledge
needed by new recruits to our sector.”
Details of the BMF Trade Supplier Apprenticeship are available from the BMF’s Training
Manager, based at BMF headquarters in

Individual training providers in the timber sector
offer still higher levels of training, with a Level 4
qualification currently receiving a high take-up
amongst merchants keen to differentiate their
customer service on timber.
The highest timber qualification currently
available is at Level 6.

New BMF Business Guide: Sawmills & Woodworking Machinery

T

he Builders Merchants Federation has produced a new Business Guide entitled Industry
Standards and Guidance –Sawmills and Woodworking Machinery. This BMF Business Guide
is offered as guidance only, and any content stated within it relating to law should not be relied or
acted upon without seeking specific legal advice.
The guide covers: general principles and controls; machinery safety and guarding (including
maintenance and servicing); dust and dust extraction and local exhaust ventilation; noise control
and hearing protection; other occupational health hazards; other environmental and workplace
factors; employee training and instruction; and compressors and compressed air.
Members should ensure that the risks at their own branches are identified, assessed and
controlled appropriately. A starting point for the management of risk should always be with
consideration to the hierarchy of control. BMF members can download a copy of this new BMF
Business Guide by logging into the secure member area at www.bmf.org.uk.
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Encouraging dialogue in challenging times
Timber Forum Agenda, BMF Headquarters, Wednesday 27 June 2018

T

he first BMF Timber Forum of 2018, presented in collaboration with the Timber Trade
Federation and introducing new Forum chairman Norman Evans of FW Morgan, will be held
at BMF headquarters in Coventry on 27 June. Panel products and timber treatments will feature on the programme, alongside greater opportunity for positive dialogue between merchants
and suppliers. The Forum programme and agenda is below:

Merchant & Timber
Industry Events Calendar

09.30

Coffee and Registrations

Summer 2018

10.00

Norman Evans, F W Morgan, BMF Timber Forum Chairman: introduction
and welcome

27 June

Andy Hodge, Lonza Wood Treatments: Treated timber - the right treatment for
the right end use

5 Sept

London Hardwood Club meeting

21 Sept

Timber Trade Journal Awards, London

26-27
Sept

BMF Members’ Day, Annual Conference
& Awards, St George’s Park

10.15

BMF Timber Forum, Coventry

Autumn 2018

10.45

David Hopkins, Timber Trade Federation: Plywood - How to ‘buy better’

11.15

Coffee/tea break

11.30

Richard Liddle, CRS Building Supplies: Merchant timber sales in a challenging
market

9-11 Oct

UK Construction Week, NEC, Birmingham

12.00

Simon Henry and Nigel Buckley-Ryan, Södra Wood: Market overview and state
of trade

11 Oct

BMF Young Merchants Conference, NEC,
Birmingham

12.30

Market Overview - Open Forum

11 Oct

London Softwood Club meeting

13.00

Networking Lunch

7 Nov

UK Panels Wood Panels Conference London

14.00

Event closes

Nov

BMF Timber Forum, date TBC

30 Sept - The W Exhibition (joinery & woodworking),
3 Oct
NEC, Birmingham

The event, free of charge, is restricted to a maximum of two people per organisation. Booking:
visit www.bmf.org.uk/events, or email Richard Ellithorne at richard.ellithorne@bmf.org.uk.

Looking back: November 2017 Timber Forum

T

hirty delegates attended the Timber
Forum in November 2017 at BMF
Coventry, when Norman Evans of FW
Morgan was elected as the new BMF Timber
Forum Chairman. There were four speakers,
beginning with Keith Lewis of MDM Forest
Products, talking about ‘Engineered Timber
Products: opportunities for merchants?’
David Hopkins, managing director of the
Timber Trade Federation presented the
results of the Federation’s major Plywood
Review: ‘What should merchants be looking
out for, how should they be buying and
labelling their plywood products?
Steve Frommont of James Latham plc
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followed, covering the Panels Market: ‘What
is the current market outlook for merchants,
and what opportunities does this sector
present?’, looking at both new products and
selling parameters. Finally, David Hopkins of
the TTF, replacing the scheduled speaker,
gave a market overview: ‘Softwood Forecast
2018: the year ahead, with potential impacts
on growth, volumes and price.’
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